Introduction
A Kac-Moody group G over C, is associated to a pair (A, h z ) where A is a generalized, indecomposable, Cartan nxn matrix of rank /, and h z is a free Z-module such that n -/ = rank h z -n. Then G has a (B,N) pair forming a Tits system with Weyl group W=N/(BnN) (see also [12, 4, 9] ).
The Lie algebra g of G has a root space decomposition, and it is required that the roots O£Hom(h z ,Z) = :h|. We have O = <D" u O im , where <&" is the W orbit of the simple roots and <t> im = O\O re . If G is affine (that is A is symmetrizable, positive semidefinite) then there is an analytic construction as a loop group [3] . Take a central extension S 1 -*L.K (0) ->LK {0) of the loop group of a compact, connected almost simple Lie group K m by the circle S l (this is obtained [8] from a closed, left invariant integral 2-form on LK m , if K o is simply connected). Imbed K w in a group of finite dimensional unitary matrices, and let L pol K (0) be the dense subgroup of LK {0) consisting of 7: S i -*K^0 ) with each matrix entry of y(z) a finite Laurent polynomial in z. The loop algebra Lf (0) = C[z, z" 1 ] ®RI<O) has a derivation d by z^® 1, and on Lf (0) ,d(c)=0. In 3 the untwisted affine Lie algebra is g = Cd© Cc© Lf (0)C . There is a subgroup S 1 of the group of diffeomorphisms of the circle, having Lie algebra Ud as a subalgebra of the Virasoro algebra. Set G t = (S 1 K L po iK(0))c-The Lie algebra g decomposes (restricting the adjoint representation of GJ by characters of S 1 ® T (0) , where T (0) is a maximal torus of K {0) . The Weyl group W= W o K T where W o is the Weyl group of (K m , T (0) ) and Y is the cocharacter lattice Hom(S x , T (0) ). The "twisted" loop groups are obtained by the outer automorphisms of f (0)C of orders 2,3.
An algebraic construction (as in [6, 9] ) for general G is used here. This is obtained as a subgroup of GL(K) where V is the direct sum of the "integrable" simple quotients V°1 of Verma modules for g. And see [12] for the Chevalley-Demazure, and Tits group functor on the category of rings.
To briefly describe a correspondence between the analytic approach and the algebraic of (1.3), (3.1):
Let B l be the group of polynomial maps y: {zeC;|z|^l}-+/£ (0)C restricted to S 1 , with y(0)eB ( o) where B^O ) is the opposite Borel subgroup to B m^K(0)C , the latter associated to a choice of positive roots O 0+ for (K (0) , T (0) ). Let U (0)x be the root subgroup in K (0)C of ae$ 0 + , and define U ai = {y g eB l ; Imy g = {g}, geU W)0LI }, i#0, U vt = {yeB l ;y w (0)eU m - 9 ,y w (0) = 0,s¥'l}, 0e<D o+ the highest root. Let B-= S' K Bf. Over a completion of GJB~ there is a holomorphic G t vector bundle G t xg-C^a) a character of B~ which is trivial on U~. The Borel-Weil theorem for compact Lie groups has a generalization to loop groups (see for example [8] ). In particular the Gj-space of holomorphic sections H 0 (co) is g equivalent to V. The group G in Section 3 is the homomorphic image in GL(K) of G t (and see [8, p. 144] for the Bruhat decomposition of G 2 ).
In this paper, for G affine, we give the subdomain of G min on which a pointwise character -f of the representation (V°,R),ae^nt + nhfcan be defined. Here G m ' n is the subgroup of G generated by the algebraic torus T = h z ® 2 C* and the root subgroups U a , <xe<D re . We show that this domain is given by G >1 = {geG;\8(g)\>l} where Se<S>'+ is the least positive imaginary root trivially extended to <5eHom(G, C*). The proof holds for twisted G, and the present approach does not exploit the topology as a loop group. The subdomain in T on which •£" behaves well analytically is known in general ( [4] , and also [10] for N the normalizer of T in G). Then to prove that G >1 is the set of elements of G acting as Hilbert-Schmidt operators on V", we use that (1) V w is a pre-Hilbert space with K acting as unitary operators (2) 3) ) from a general Cartan nxn matrix A of rank / we take a free Zmodule h z of finite rank and Z independent subsets A v ={h lt ...,h n }eb z "the simple coroots", A = {a 1 ,...,a n }£bJ = Hom(h z ,Z) "the simple roots" with a J (h i ) = a i j,Vi,j and n -/=rankb 2 -n.
The Weyl group W of (b z ,A v ,A) is a Coxeter group generated by reflections r,:b z -»h z , r i (h) = h-x i (h)h i ,hel) z and acts (faithfully) contragrediently on hj.
There is a Lie algebra Q = Q(A) with bracket [ ] and adjoint representation ad, generated by h = h z ® z C , e , , / , , i = l,...,n with relations rji,/i'] = O, [ft,e,] = a,(/i)e,, je{l,...,n}. Also by taking the factor Lie algebra, we may assume that the h radical of g is zero; that is every ideal of g which intersects h trivially is zero.
Then g is ZA-graded and has a triangular decomposition g = r t _ ® h ® n + over C. If A is indecomposable, then g is simple if and only if detA^O. The root space decomposition is g = £? el) .g a where g a = {xeg;[7ix]=a(/i)x,VJjeh} with roots 4> = {aeh^g^O}. The Cartan subalgebra h = g 0 . We have g^C e . -. g -^C / , -and n ± = Zf 6 o> + 9±« where 0+ =O n NA,<D_ = -<S> + .
The root system O is invariant under W. The multiplicity of the root a, mult a is dim g a = dimg M , (a) ,we W. Let <S>" = W.A the real roots, O im = <t>\<J> r e the imaginary roots. Then mult <x= 1, VaeQ>". The set of positive imaginary roots &+ is W-invariant.
If A is symmetrizable (see also (2.1)) then g carries a symmetric nondegenerate Cbilinear form (,), which is infinitesimally invariant under the adjoint representation ad. This restricts to a nondegenerate form on h, and gives an isomorphism 
Define K=£® e-, nUnl)z V, then for each ie{l,...,n} the one parameter subgroups l/,: = {expce,; ceC},(y o (l/,) = {expc/ 1 ;ceC} generate a subgroup G.<GL(F) isomorphic to SL(2,C). The algebraic torus T: = h z ® 2 C* has character group hj\ V/ith n (0 = Z^o+.woxBa let [/'" be the unipotent algebraic group with Lie algebra n + /n {i) ,ieN. Let l/ = lim_[/ (1) the inverse limit, and B = TU a semidirect product. Finally G^GL(F) is defined to be the group generated by B and G,,i=l,...,n. The involution cg 0 lifts to G. There are monomorphisms <t>i.Gi->G with <f>i{{o In fact [4] conversely, aeNA, suppa connected and affine =>ae<l>T and a is isotropic with wa. = a,Vwe W.
Let G' be the derived group of G. Decompose T=T 0 T l with T l nG' = {l} and G = T l G' a semidirect product. Define for we W,Q>(w) = {aeQ> + ;w~1<xe<b-} and U w = Hbeofw) Up-There is a bijection [/", x B -> BnB = :C(w), where nT=w, by (u,6)i->M«fc.
As a is zero on
T h e r e f o r e w i t h unb = u n ' u l t e C ( w ) , n'eN {i) , i^e l / , teT p u t 
a(unb) = a{t
A real finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebra g 0 has Cartan subalgebras h 0 , the set of which having finitely many conjugacy classes under the adjoint group Intg o = AdG o , (G o connected with Lie algebra g 0 ). If g o = t i © P is a Cartan decomposition with involution 9, then under the action of the inner automorphisms Intg 0 we can assume that h 0 is 0 stable. There are two extreme conjugacy classes; writing h = a { | ®a p these are the fundamental class, when a,, is maximal abelian in t u and the split class, when a p is maximal abelian in p. The pair (g 0 , h 0 ) gives root system <J> 0 , and with the split class (So> Let T 1R be the 'real points' that is h 1R = {/jeh 1 ;a(/i)e N /^TlR VaeOj; here T t may not be central (see (3.1) ). Now fj = s /^la 1 ©X? 6 ®i R "a where u a =(e a -e") + y^T + e") with e a eg a , -e ' : = 0(e a )eg_ a ,ae<I> 1 We have for type (1), (2), or (3) that P°'=(a) + IA) n convex hull (W.co), [4] .
Type (2) . The simple roots are (see (3.1)) labelled {a o ,a,,...,a,}. Let del)* be the positive imaginary root of least height. Then supp(<5) = {0,1,...,/} and <D' f = {n<5;neN}. Define maximal weights max(cu) = {-leP fl) ;l + ^eh*\P c "}. Then P 0) = (J AEmai(0)) {A-nd;neN}. The weight system lies in the paraboloid whose boundary intersects P m in the orbit W.co. Also max(<u) consits of the highest weights of simple subquotients of V°u nder the action of Levi subgroups of G of finite type. Type (J). There exists a unique ae® 1 ? of minimal height with supp(a) = {l,...,n} and a(/i ( )<0,Vi. For O^veV^^^ the mapping n _ -» F m , yi-*y.v is injective. As {ja;jeN}^<5>T we now have that {co-kot.;keN}cp<°, and Vi{(co-fca)(/ji);keN} is unbounded in r^J.
• 2 . These give a chain of (two sided) ideals
A_TeEnd(K) is said to be closed if its graph is closed in VxV; and closeable if graph(T) is a graph. If T is closeable then there is a unique TeEnd(F) with graph(T) = graph(T); the domain being dom(T) = {xe V;3 sequence (x n ) in dom(T) with
x n -*x and (Tx n ) convergent}, and Tx = lim Tx n . A TeEnd(K) is said to be hermitian if it is a formal adjoint of itself, and symmetric if it is hermitian and densely defined. Thus G^n^nu^R-'WGJnBdtF")), and n^^u nÂ lso define G" 5 the set of "Hilbert-Schmidt" elements, G cpt the set of "compact" elements, G fr the set of "finite rank" elements, giving G fr S(G hs ) 2 C) . The simple G-module V°, co e ^nt + n hj is semisimple under L a , which is such that this decomposition under 0 a (SU (2)) is a complete orthogonal direct sum.
Also recall that GL(2, C) acts on V" 1^2 )-^e symmetric polynomials of degree m in X, Y, by (g.p) (Y)~P(S 1 (Y))-
The standard basis vectors are Let u = u l -u k eU, M J = M J (C J ) with c,-#0 some j and for each je{l,...,k} we have UjeUpj,Pje<t>". There is w , € W with vv 1 ()S 1 ) = a I for some i e { l , . . . , n j . Let K , = </>,(SU(2)), ie{l,...,w}. As a product of fundamental reflections w l =r il -r it say, sô 1 1 n tj = taking conjugates u, n it un^, n I1 . 1 « It un i 7 1 n i 7. Proof. See for example [1] . Although U is not locally nilpotent in type (2) •
Lemma 5b. Let w lt w 2 e W,Q>(w l )nQ>(w 2 ) -<l). Then

Characters of affine Kac-Moody groups
It is the aim of this section to give the subdomain in G on which a (pointwise) character of F eo ,(oe./nt + n hj can be defined. (ii) The character (5eHom(T,C*) extends trivially to <5eHom(G,C*). , t = exp(ft®a). Then, analytically, the region of absolute convergence of / " (an open, convex, W-invariant set in h) has been found in [4] .
Let
Returning to A affine, define for a subgroup (or subset (ii) T b = ZT c uT >1 .
Proof. Using the estimate multi m A ^ K(cu -X) (where K() is the Kostant partition function) and mult a = 1, ae<D re , mult y = /, y e <!>"" one sees that the region of absolute convergence of •f is given by the interior of the "Tits cone", {/ieh;Re<5(/i)>0} where -f defines a holomorphic function (see [4, p. 138] lies in the fundamental chamber for (g 0 , h oz ), and X = w(w) to see that x o (t) diverges. The assertions follow.
• Proof. We know that T/^nT^G'^cG 01 . Also given any geG, using (1.4) and Proposition 6(i), 3 t e T / T c n Tf 1 with R(tg -1 ) bounded. Let (*") be a convergent sequence in V° with R(g)x n ->0. Then R(l)x n = R(fg~1)R(g)x n -+0. But R(t~l) is closeable, thusjc^O.
Hence we have shown that if geG ci then R(g) is injective on domR(g), which gives the lemma.
• Corollary. G cl = G. Acknowledgements. This work was carried out while at the University of Liverpool
